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THE BIRTH OF THE WORLD-EGG.

MANAVA DHARMA SHAstra I.

The universe was wrapped in darkness, unseen, unnamed, unthinkable, unknowable, in dreamless sleep.

Then the Self-being, the unmanifested Master, manifested this universe and its powers; the Light appeared, breaking through the darkness.

Thinking and longing to put forth varied beings from himself, he put forth first the Waters, and in them put forth his power.

This power became a Golden Egg, thousand-parted, equal-formed; in this the evolver himself was born, the great father of all the worlds.

And the Master, dwelling in the egg for a season, through himself, through thought, divided the egg in two.

And from the two parts moulded Heaven and Earth, and in the midst, the expanse, the spaces, the perpetual place of the Waters.
FIRST PRINCIPLES.

CHANDOGYA Upanishad.

Sixth Chapter 1-7.

There lived once Shvetaketu, Aruni’s grandson; his father addressed him, saying:

—Shvetaketu, go, learn the service of the Eternal; for no one, dear, of our family is an unlearned nominal worshipper.

So going when he was twelve years old, he returned when he was twenty-four; he had learned all the Vedas, but was conceited, vain of his learning and proud.

His father addressed him, saying:

—Shvetaketu, you are conceited, vain of your learning, and proud, dear; but have you asked for that teaching through which the unheard is heard, the unthought is thought, the unknown is known?

—What sort of teaching is that, Master? said he.

—Just as, dear, by a single piece of clay anything made of clay may be known, for the difference is only one of words and names, and the truth is that it is of clay; or just as, dear, by one jewel of gold, anything made of gold may be known, for the difference is only one of words and names, and the truth is that it is gold; or just as, dear, by a single knife-blade, anything made of iron may be known, for the difference is only one of words and names, and the truth is that it is iron; just like this is the teaching that makes the unknown known.

—But I am sure that those teachers did not know this themselves; for if they had known it, how would they not have taught it to me? said he; but now let my Master tell it to me.

—Let it be so, dear; said he.

—In the beginning, dear, there was Being, alone and secondless. But there are some who say that there was non-Being in the beginning, alone and secondless; so that Being would be born from non-Being; but how could this be so, dear? said he; how could Being be born from non-Being? Lo there was Being, dear, in the beginning, alone and secondless.

—Then Being said: Let me become great; let me give birth.

—Then it put forth Radiance.
—Then Radiance said: Let me become great; let me give birth.
—Then it put forth the Waters. Just as a man is hot and sweats, so from radiant Heat the waters were born.
—Then the Waters said: Let us become great; let us give birth.
—They put forth the world, food, earth. Just as when it rains much food is produced, so from the Waters the world-food, Earth was born.

—Of all these, of beings, there are three germs: what is born of the Egg, what is born of Life, what is born of Division.
—That Power, Being, said: Let me enter these three powers,
—Radiance, the Waters, Earth,—by this life, by my Self, let me give them manifold forms and names. Let me make each one of them threefold, threefold.
—So that Power,—Being,—entered those three powers,—Radiance, Waters, Earth,—by this Life, by the Self, and gave them manifold forms and names; and so made each one of them threefold, threefold. And now learn, dear, how these three powers are, how each one of them becomes threeeifold and threefold.

—In fire, the radiant form is from Radiance; the clear form, from the Waters; the dark form, from Earth. But the separate nature of fire is a thing of names and words only, while the real thing is the three forms.
—So of the sun, the radiant form is from Radiance; the clear form, from the Waters, the dark form, from Earth; but the separate nature of the sun is a thing of names and words only, while the real thing is the three forms.
—So of the moon, the radiant form is from Radiance; the clear form, from the Waters; the dark form, from Earth; but the separate nature of the moon is a thing of names and words only, while the real thing is the three forms.
—So of lightning, the radiant form is from Radiance; the clear form from the Waters; the dark form from Earth. But the separate nature of lightning is a thing of names and words only, the real thing is the three forms.
—Therefore of old time those who knew this, the great sages and teachers of old, spoke thus: None of us may now speak of anything as unheard, unthought, unknown.
—For by these three forms they knew everything. For whatever was like radiant, its form was from Radiance, they said, and
thus knew it. And whatever was like clear, its form was from the Waters, they said, and so knew it. And whatever was like dark, its form was from Earth, they said, and so knew it. Thus whatever was known they took to be a union of these three powers, and thus they knew it.

—But how these three powers are, when they come to man, how each of them becomes threefold, this learn from me now.

—Food which is eaten is divided threefold. Its grossest part becomes waste; its middle part becomes flesh; its lightest part becomes mind.

—Waters that are drunk are divided threefold. The grossest part becomes waste; the middle part becomes blood; the lightest part becomes vital breath.

—Things that produce radiant heat, when absorbed, are divided threefold. The grossest part becomes bone; the middle part becomes marrow; the lightest part becomes formative voice.

—For mind, dear, is formed of the world-food Earth; vital breath is formed of the Waters; formative voice is formed of Radiance.

—Let my master teach me further; said he.

—Be it so, dear; said he.

Of churned milk, dear, the lightest part rises to the top and becomes butter. Just so of eaten food the lightest part rises to the top and becomes mind. And so of waters that are drunk, the lightest part rises to the top, and becomes vital breath.

And so when heat-giving things are eaten, the lightest part rises to the top, and becomes formative voice.

For mind, dear, is formed of Earth; vital breath is formed of the Waters; formative voice is formed of Radiance.

—Let my Master teach me further, said he.

—Be it so, dear, said he.

Man, dear, is made of sixteen parts. Eat nothing for fifteen days, but drink as much as you wish; for vital breath, being formed of Water, is cut off if you do not drink.

He ate nothing for fifteen days, and then approached the Master, saying: What shall I repeat, Master?

—Repeat the Rig and Yajur and Sama Veda verses, dear, said he.

—None of them come into my mind, Master, said he.

The teacher said to him: As, dear, after a big fire, if a single spark remains, as big as a fire-fly, it will not burn much;
just so, dear, of your sixteen parts one remains, and by this one part you cannot remember the Vedas.

Go, eat; and then I will teach you.

He ate, and then returned to the Master; and whatever the Master asked, all came back to his mind.

The Master said to him: As, dear, after a big fire, if even a single spark remains, as big as a fire fly, and if it be fed with straw, it will blaze up and will then burn much; just so, dear, of your sixteen parts one part was left; and this, being fed with food, blazed up, and through it you remembered the Vedas.

For mind is formed of Food; vital breath is formed of the Waters; formative voice is formed of Radiance.

Thus he learned; thus, verily, he learned.
I understand the main tenet of Materialism to be that there is nothing in the universe but matter and force. . . . . [for] in the first place, as I have already hinted, it seems to me pretty plain that there is a third thing in the universe, to wit, consciousness, which, in the hardness of my heart or head, I cannot see to be matter or force, or any conceivable modification of either, however intimately the manifestations of the phenomena of consciousness may be connected with the phenomena known as matter and force. (Essays on Some Controverted Questions. "Science and Morals", p. 220, by Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.—London: Macmillan & Co., 1892.)

What is that teaching through which the unheard is heard, the unthought is thought, the unknown is known?

We shall best understand the answer of Shvetaketu's father, by turning both question and answer into our own words; by recasting the thought that underlies them in our own thought and language.

A hundred or a thousand oak trees are all different; even among the separate leaves of each tree, seek as long as we may, we shall never find two exactly the same. Yet, in spite of this endless variety, this literally infinite diversity, our reason, after comparing many leaves together, is able to form the general concept of an oak-leaf; not this leaf or that leaf, but an oak-leaf in general.

Then we do the same thing with the bark, the branches and the wood; and at last we form the general concept of an oak-tree; not identical with any particular tree that we have ever seen, and yet containing all individual oak-trees within it.

And we may also form a general concept of beech trees, fir-trees, chestnut-trees, and at last form the concept of a tree, which will not be identical with any of them, and yet will include them all.

And our general concept or idea of a tree will be applicable not only to the trees we have seen and known and thought of, but also to all other trees in the world; so that once our general idea is formed, no tree will be unthought of, but all trees will become known; not in their individual peculiarities which are endless, but in their essential nature, as trees, which is always one and the same.
Just in the same way, if we can form a general concept of life, of the universe, the essential nature of the whole of life will be known to us; nothing more will remain unknown, unheard, unthought; for we shall be in possession of a general formula applicable to every particular case.

This arriving at a general formula for life, for the universe, is the science which Shvetaketu had not learned; and which his father elucidates for him with a world of quaint illustrations and parables, as delicious as they are profound.

To begin our philosophy of the universe, is there any single principle which we can all agree upon, whether we be materialists or spiritualists, idealists, pantheists, or anything else?

There is one fundamental proposition which cannot possibly be disputed. This is, that there is a universe, whether it be built of dreams or molecules. The universe is; life is And as the universe includes everything, there can be nothing but the universe.

Therefore, to begin with, the universe is, and there is nothing but the universe. Or, as Shvetaketu's father puts it, Being was in the beginning, dear, alone and secondless.

Now we can further express this universe, the totality of all that is, the totality of life, in another way. We can find a single fundamental process, a single abstract idea, underlying it everywhere and always; and by doing this we shall have taken another step in the science which makes known the unknown, heard the unheard, thought the unthought.

Take a single fact of the universe; take a single incident of life,—the reading of this page. There is, first of all, the reader; then there is the page that is read; then there is the reading, which runs errands between the reader and what is read, and binds them together. There are these three: the reader, the reading, and what is read; the knower, the knowing, and the known.

And take any other fact of the universe, any other fact of life, and you will find this same threefold process present; you will find everywhere the triad, the perceiving, the perceiver; the knower, the knowing, the known.

There are, therefore, these two facts: firstly, that the universe is; that life is; and, secondly, that, wherever we take the universe, wherever we take life, we find this triad, this threefold process, of the knower, the knowing, the known.

The universe is; and is manifest in this threefold way, always and everywhere. Thus, in the words of Shvetaketu's father, Uddalaka Aruni's son, Being becomes threefold, threefold.
There is the reader, the reading, and what is read. And we
may add to this another indisputable proposition. The reader
cannot conceivably be the reading; the reader cannot conceivably
be what is read,—the reader cannot be the printed page. And
so universally, the knower cannot be the knowing or the known.
Or, to put the same thing in other words,—this time taken from
Mr. Huxley, consciousness cannot be force or matter, or any con­
ceivable modification of either of them.

And this is equivalent to saying that consciousness cannot be
involved in the accidents which force add matter are subject to; in
other words, consciousness is self-existent, and therefore everlasting.
Now there is a twofoldness about consciousness. There is
the first fact: I perceive, I know that I read. And there is the
second fact: I know that I am.

Now if it be inconceivable that consciousness should be any
possible modification of matter or force or by any possibility de­
rived from them, still more is it inconceivable that the conscious­
ness, I know that I am,—the conscious ‘I am I’,—should be de­
rived from matter or force or anything else in the universe, if
there be anything else; the conscious ‘I am I’ is self-existent,
which is another way of saying that it is beginningless, endless,
eternal.

To realise that ‘I am I’ is the first step of that awakening to
the Self which is recorded by Shankaracharya.

But we cannot say there is this twofoldness about the other
elements of our triad: the knowing and the known. We cannot
say that the knowing and the known have the consciousness that
‘I am I’. They are, therefore, secondary realities; dependent
realities; while the primary, self-existent reality is the Knower,
who contains not only the idea ‘I perceive’ but also the idea ‘I
am I’.

Here, then, beginning from a single incident in life, the read­
ing of a page, we have arrived at a generalization which applies
to every fact of the universe, every mode of life: we have arrived
at the dividing threefold, threefold; the triad of knower, know­
ing, known; of which the first, the knower, is the primary, self­
xistent reality; is, in other words, eternal. This is the method
of Uddalaka Aruni’s son, and the wise men of old, which makes
known the unknown, heard the unheard, thought the unthought.

From this first triad, which is in reality only a mode of the
eternal unity, Being,—we derive a second triad which this time
concerns the knowing and the known rather than the knower.
Things known are not fixed but fluid, fugitive, perpetually chang-
And these changes take place in a certain regular way, which is also threefold, three-fold! There is the thing that changes, the changing, and the thing it changes into; or, in other words, the cause, the causing, and the effect, which is in its turn a new cause, giving birth to a new causing and a new effect. There is beginning, middle, end; which end is a new beginning. There is birth, ripeness, death; which death is a new birth. Or, in other words, there is the radiant point, the fluid change, the concrete result; or Radiance, the Waters, Earth, as Shvetaketu's father says.

Now if we find this triad everywhere in the universe, we may reasonably say that its omnipresence is only to be accounted for by the fact that this threefoldness lies at the root of the universe; that there are a primordial Radiance, Waters, Earth at the heart of things.

And this primordial triad we may call the Heavens, the Expanse, and the Earth, dwelling as Manu says, in the Golden Egg of totality.

We cannot at present follow the triad through all its threefoldness, applying it as the teacher does, to the sun, the moon, lightning, and, lastly, to man. We need only note the higher triad in man, the triad of 'formative voice, life, mind'. This 'life' in the higher triad of man is, says Shankara, the Golden Egg of totality of the 'little world of man'. The 'formative voice' is the radiant power which lights up the life; very likely what other Upanishads called 'Buddhi'. Then mind, 'Manas' is the child of these two, their manifest form, the most outward of the first triad of the 'little world of man'.

But we can only suggest the development of this threefoldness in man at present, this division into body, soul, and spirit, leaving the fuller treatment of it to another time; when we shall have occasion to speak of Shankara's teaching of the three vestures, the physical vesture, the emotional vesture, the causal vesture.

These three vestures agree accurately with the three modes of Being, taught to Shvetaketu. Being puts forth Radiance, Radiance puts forth the Waters, the Waters put forth Earth; just as the Self puts forth the causal vesture, the causal vesture puts forth the emotional vesture, which puts forth the physical vesture. Then Being manifests itself or embodies itself, in each of its three emanations; just as the Self embodies itself in each of the three vestures.

There is therefore the Self, its three modes,—the causal, emotional, and physical selves,—and its three vestures,—the cau-
sal, emotional and physical vestures;—so that we may call this a one-fold, three-fold, four-fold, or seven-fold classification, according to our way of counting. The Knower, we said, is twofold. It contains, first, the idea 'I know that I perceive'; and, secondly, the idea, 'I know that I am'. It is more than this. It is three-fold. It contains not only the possibility of perceiving, and the possibility of being; but also the possibility of enjoying bliss. Therefore when the limitations and stumbling blocks are all removed, and the Self realises its eternal perfection, it will contain not only the ideas 'I am perfect' and 'I know perfectly' but also the idea 'I enjoy perfect bliss'; for, as Shankara tells us again and again, 'the own nature of the Self is perfect Being, perfect Consciousness, perfect Bliss'.
THE AWAKENING TO THE SELF.
SHANKARACHARYA'S ATMA BODHA.

This awakening to the Self is recorded for those whose inner darkness has been worn away by strong effort, who have reached restfulness, from whom passion has departed, who seek perfect Freedom.

Among all causes, wisdom is the only cause of perfect Freedom; as cookery without fire, so perfect Freedom cannot be accomplished without wisdom.

Works cannot destroy unwisdom, as these two are not contraries; but wisdom destroys unwisdom, as light the host of darkness.

At first wrapped in unwisdom, when unwisdom is destroyed the pure Self shines forth of itself, like the radiant sun when the clouds have passed.

When life that was darkened by unwisdom is made clear by the coming of wisdom, unwisdom sinks away of itself, as when water is cleared by astringent juice.

This world is like a dream, crowded with loves and hates; in its own time it shines like a reality; but on awakening it becomes unreal.

This passing world shines as real, like the silver imagined in a pearl-shell, as long as the Eternal is not known, the secondless substance of all.

In the real conscious Self, the all-penetrating everlasting pervader, all manifested things exist, as all bracelets exist in gold.

Just like the ether, the Lord of the senses, the Radiant, clothed in many vestures, seems divided because these are divided, but is beheld as one when the vestures are destroyed.

Through this difference of vesture, race, name, and home are attributed to the Self, as difference of taste and color to pure water.

Built up of fivefold-mingled elements through accumulated works is the physical vesture, the place where pleasure and pain are tasted.

Holding the five life-breaths, mind, reason, and the ten perceiving and acting powers, formed of unmingled elements, is the subtle vesture, the instrument of enjoyment.

Formed through the beginningless, ineffable error of separate-
ness, is the causal vesture. One should hold the Self to be different from these three vestures

In the presence of the five veils, the pure Self seems to share their nature; like a crystal in the presence of blue tissues.

The pure Self within should be wisely discerned from the veils that surround it, as rice by winnowing, from husk and chaff.

Though ever all-present, the Self is not everywhere clearly beheld; let it shine forth in pure reason like a reflection in a pure mirror.

The thought of difference arises through the vestures, the powers, mind, reason, and nature; but one must find the Self, the witness of all this being, the perpetual king.

Through the busy activity of the powers, the Self seems busy; as the moon seems to course through the coursing clouds.

The vestures, powers, mind, and reason move in their paths under the pure consciousness of the Self, as people move in the sunshine.

The qualities of vestures, powers, and works are attributed to the spotless Self through undiscernment, as blue to the pure sky.

Through unwisdom, the mental vesture's actorship is attributed to the Self, as the ripple of the waves to the moon reflected in a lake.

Passion, desire, pleasure, pain move the mind; but when the mind rests in deep sleep they cease; they belong to the mind, not to the Self.

Shining is the sun's nature; coldness, the water's; heat, the fire's; so the Self's nature is Being, Consciousness, Bliss, perpetual spotlessness.

The Self lends Being and Consciousness, and mind lends activity. When these two factors are joined together by undiscernment, there arises the feeling that 'I perceive'.

The Self never changes; and mind of itself cannot perceive; but the Self through error believes itself to be the habitual doer and perceiver.

The Self is believed to be the habitual life, as a rope is believed to be a snake; and thus fear arises. But when it is known that 'I am not the habitual life but the Self' then there can be no more fear.

The Self alone lights up the mind and powers, as a flame lights up a jar. The Self can never be lit by these dull powers.

In the knowledge of the Self, there is no need that it should be known by anything else. A light does not need another light; it shines of itself.
THE AWAKENING OF THE SELF.

Putting all veils aside, saying 'it is not this! it is not this!' one must find the real unity of the habitual Self and the Supreme Self, according to the words of wisdom.

All outward things, the vestures and the rest, spring from unwisdom; they are fugitive as bubbles. One must find the changeless, spotless 'I am the Eternal'.

As I am other than these vestures, not mine are their birth, weariness, suffering, dissolution. I am not bound by sensuous objects, for Self is separate from the powers of sense.

As I am other than mind, not mine are pain, rage, hate, and fear. The Self is above the outward life and mind, according to the words of wisdom.

From this Self come forth the outward life and mind, and all the powers; from the Self come ether, air, fire, the waters, and earth upholder of all.

Without quality or activity, everlasting, free from doubt, stainless, changeless, formless, ever free am I the spotless Self.

Like ether, outside and inside all, I am unmoved; always all-equal, pure, unstained, spotless, unchanged.

The ever-pure lonely one, the partless bliss, the secondless, truth, wisdom, endless, the Supreme Eternal; this am I.

Thus the steadily-held remembrance that 'I am the Eternal' takes away all unwisdom, as the healing essence stills all pain.

In solitude, passionless, with powers well-ruled, let him be intent on the one, the Self, with no thought but that endless one.

The wise through meditation immersing all outward things in the Self, should be intent on that only Self, spotless as shining ether.

Setting aside name, color, form, the insubstantial causes of separateness, the knower of the supreme rests in perfect Consciousness and Bliss.

The difference between knower, knowing, and known exists not in the Self; for through its own Consciousness and Bliss it shines self-luminous.

Thus setting the fire-stick of thought in the socket of the Self, let the kindled flame of knowledge burn away the fuel of unwisdom.

By knowledge, as by dawn, the former darkness is driven away; then is manifest the Self, self-shining like the radiant sun.

Yet the Self, though eternally possessed, is as though not possessed, through unwisdom. When unwisdom disappears, the Self shines forth like a jewel on one's own throat.

Separate life is conceived in the Eternal by error, as a man is
imagined in a post. But the pain of separation ceases when the truth about it is perceived.

By entering into real nature, wisdom swiftly arises. Then the unwisdom of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ disappears, as when a mistake about the position of north and south is set right.

The seeker after union, possessed of all knowledge, sees with the eye of wisdom that all things rest in the Self; and this Self is the One, the All.

Self is all this moving world; other than Self is naught. As when the position of north and south is set right.

Perfect Freedom even in life is this, that a man should shake himself free from all the limits of his disguises, through the essence of Reality, Consciousness, Bliss, just as the grub becomes the bee.

Crossing the ocean of glamor, and slaying the monsters, passion and hate, the seeker for union, perfect in peace, grows luminous in the garden of the Self.

Free from bondage to outward, unlasting pleasures, and returning to the joy of the Self, he shines pure within like the flame in a lamp.

Even when hidden under disguises, let the Sage stand free from them, like pure ether. Though knowing all, let him be as though he knew nothing; moving untrammelled like the air.

Let the Sage, shaking off his disguises, merge himself utterly in the all-pervading One; as water in water, ether in ether, flame in flame.

The gain above all gains, the joy above all joys, the wisdom above all wisdoms; let him affirm that it is the Eternal.

When this is seen, there is no more to see; when this is attained, there is no more to attain; when this is known, there is no more to know;—let him affirm that this is the Eternal.

Upward, downward, on all sides perfect; Being, Consciousness, Bliss; the secondless, endless, everlasting One;—let him affirm that this is the Eternal.

Through the knowledge that nothing is but the Eternal, the unchanging One is beheld by the wise; the aboriginal, partless joy; let him affirm that this is the Eternal.

As partakers in the bliss of that partless, blissful One, the Evolver and all the powers enjoy their bliss as dependants.

Every being is bound to the Eternal; every movement follows the Eternal; the all-embracing Eternal is in all, as curd is in all milk.

Nor small nor great nor short nor long, nor born nor depart-
ing, without form, attribute, color, name;—let him affirm that this is the Eternal.

Through whose shining shine the sun and all lights; but who shines not by any’s light; through whom all this shines;—let him affirm that this is the Eternal.

All present within and without, making luminous all this moving, the Eternal shines forth glowing of red-hot iron.

The Eternal is different from the moving world,—yet other than the Eternal is naught! What is other than the Eternal shines insubstantial, like the mirage in the desert.

Things seen and heard are not other than the Eternal. Knowledge of reality teaches that all this is the Eternal, the Being, Consciousness, Bliss, the secondless.

The eye of wisdom beholds the ever-present Consciousness, Bliss, the Self, the eye of unwisdom beholds not, as the blind beholds not the shining sun.

The personal life, refined through and through by the fire of wisdom, which right learning and knowledge kindle, shines pure as gold, freed from every stain.

The Self, rising in the firmament of the heart,—sun of wisdom, darkness-dispersing, all-present, all-supporting,—shines forth and illumines all.

He who, drawing away from space and time, faithfully worships in the holy place of the divine Self,—the ever-present, the destroyer of heat and cold and every limit, the stainless, eternally happy,—he all-knowing, entering the All, becomes immortal.

(Thus the Awakening to the Self is completed.)